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F

or years I have had a running
group chat with “DB” and “AT,”
former coworkers from my time
as a serials and e-resources cataloger
at Emory University in Atlanta (20022008). They were both public services
librarians and I only had a passing
acquaintance with them until I joined
the Reference and Instructional Services
team part-time as liaison librarian to
the Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science. We became work
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friends—not particularly close, but we
occasionally socialized. During pre- and
inter-meeting lulls, AT introduced DB
and me to an online game and we began
playing together; we continued off and
on even after I and then AT left Atlanta.
We started the chat as a means for
organizing in-game strategy, but it has
persisted even during the times when
some or all of us are not playing and
has led to us becoming fast friends and
professional resources for each other.
We help each other navigate libraries
and academia, and each of us benefits
from the others’ experience as citation
managers and in online teaching and
learning (DB), metrics and scholarly
communications (AT), reference,
instruction, and research methods (DB
and AT), and the technical services
combination platter (me).
(continued on page 8)

John J. Riemer

Introduction
Early in 2021 a new “Cataloguing Code of Ethics” was
issued.1 The need for such a document had been formally recognized
five years earlier at an American
Library Association meeting.
Representatives from the Chartered
Institute of Library and Information
Professionals (United Kingdom),
the Canadian Federation of Library
(continued on page 4)
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From the Editor’s Desk
The Most Beautiful Library
in the World
By Peggy Johnson

T

his spring, I was fortunate to
visit what is frequently called
the most beautiful library
in the world—the Clementinum
(Klementinum in Czech) baroque
library in Prague. Whenever my
husband and I travel, we always stop
at libraries, both old and new. We also
visit graves of famous people, but that
is another story.
The Clementinum library opened
in 1722 as part of a Jesuit university.1
The Clementinum complex of buildings covers nearly five acres. The
baroque library houses more than
20,000 volumes of mostly foreign
theological literature, acquired by
the Clementinum from the beginning of the 17th century until recent
times. The interior of the library has
remained unchanged since the 18th
century and is truly stunning. See
Figure 1. (I am sorry that you cannot
see the photo in color; do visit the
Clementinum website listed in the
endnote.) The ceiling is decorated
with frescoes by Jan Hiebl depicting
allegorical motifs of education and
portraits of Jesuit saints, patrons
of the university, and others. At
the head of the hall is a portrait of
Emperor Joseph II (1741-1790), who
arranged for the books from abolished
monastic libraries to be sent to the
Clementinum. Joseph II, the eldest
son of Empress Maria Theresa, was a

Peggy Johnson
Holy Roman emperor and ruler of the
Habsburg lands. In the center of the
library is a collection of geographical
and astronomical globes. Among the
globes are also astronomical clocks,
constructed mainly by Jan Klein.
The Jesuits remained until their
suppression in 1773, when the
Clementinum was established as an
observatory (more about this later),
library, and university by the Empress
Maria Theresa of Austria. In 1777,
Empress Maria Theresa declared the
library as “Imperial-Royal Public
and University Library.” In 1781, its
director Karel Rafael Ungar established a collection of literature written
in Czech language called Biblioteca
Nationalis, forming the beginning
of a national library. In 1782, the
Clementinum was named a legal
deposit library. In 1918, the Public
and University Library was taken
over by the government of the newly
founded Czechoslovakia. In 1935, the
library was renamed “National and
University Library.” In the same year,
a law on the legal deposit copy duty
was introduced—officially legalizing
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Figure 2: Vyšehrad Codex

Figure 1: Clementinum Baroque
Prague
the practice introduced by Ungar in
1781. Although Czech universities and
colleges were closed after the German
occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1939,
the library remained open under the
name of “Municipal and University
Library.” In 1958, all large Prague
libraries were merged into the single
centralized State Library of the Czechoslovak Republic. In 1990, the library
received its current name: National
Library of the Czech Republic. A new
storage building, the Central Depository in Hostiva, was inaugurated in
1996.
The National Library of the Czech
Republic began digitization efforts in
1992 and won international recognition in 2005 when it received Jikji

Prize from UNESCO’s
Memory of the World
Programme for its
digitizing efforts and
making them publicly
available. Since 2008,
digitized manuscripts
and printed works
Library,
have been contributed to Europeana,
the European Union’s
digital platform for cultural heritage. In
collaboration with Google, additional
old prints and early 19th century books
are being digitized and are accessible
through Google Books.
Perhaps the most noteworthy
holding in the library is the Vyšehrad
Codex, an illuminated Romanesque
Gospel book written in Latin, probably
created in 1085. Also known as the
Coronation Gospels of King Vratislaus, it is composed of 108 illustrated
parchment sheets. A facsimile of the
Codex in on display; see Figure 2. It
is considered the most important and
most valuable manuscript kept in the
Czech Republic.
Also in the Clementinum is the
Astronomical Tower, which is 223 feet

tall. Like the baroque library, it was
built in 1722.The tower was the site
of early astronomical research when
several famous astronomers (Tycho
Brahe, Johannes Kepler, etc.) were
working in Prague. Daily temperature
measurements have been recorded
continuously since 1775, and rainfall
measurements since 1804. Meteorological measurements continue to the
present day, making it one of the oldest
enduring measurement sites in the
world.
If you visit Prague, I encourage you
to visit the Clementinum and take a
tour, which includes the baroque library
and the tower.

Note
1. The information in this column is
drawn from brochures from our
visit; Wikipedia, s.v. “Clementinum,” last updated Oct. 8, 2021,
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clementinum
(accessed April 7, 2022); and the
Clementinum website (www.klementinum.com).

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Reality Check
Commentary on the “Cataloguing Code of Ethics”
(continued from page 1)

Associations, and the American
Library Association collaborated to
produce the document.2 As noted in
its “Definitions” section, the Code
aimed to “provide an intentional
decision-making framework for those
who work in cataloguing or metadata
positions.”3 The intended audience is
broad: “practitioners, employers, standards’ developers, vendors, students,
and educators.”4 I wanted to assess the
place of this document in the history
of our profession’s cataloging values,
as well as imagine how its provisions
could be applied in today’s work environment.

Reflections on the Ten
Statements of Ethical
Principles
The introductory matter to the
ethical principles states that “Cataloguing standards and practices are
currently and historically characterised
by racism, white supremacy, colonialism, othering, and oppression.”5
1. We catalogue resources in our
collections with the end-user in mind
to facilitate access and promote
discovery.
It has long been a principle in our
service-oriented profession to provide
potential users of materials as full a
set of metadata as possible. Examinations of which data elements were the
most essential to retain in the Program
for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC)
Monographic Bibliographic Record
Cooperative Program (BIBCO) and
Cooperative Online Serials Program
(CONSER) standard records have
turned on what user tasks those data
elements have helped to accomplish. In
the spirit of Ranganathan’s fourth law,
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“Save the time of the reader,” we have
striven to include those data elements
that would best enable a reader to
decide if a given resource was worth
further pursuing, be it a trip to the
open stacks or submission of request
for retrieval from remote storage or
for an interlibrary loan.6 We employ
controlled vocabularies in assigning
subject terms, relieving users of the
need to dredge up all the synonyms
needed for thorough searching. The
cataloging community is opening up
to the idea of using more inclusive
vocabularies alongside traditional
ones, e.g., Homosaurus, which reflect
language users use to search for library
materials.7 It could be said that even the
daily decisions on which materials get
selected for cataloging from a backlog
and which materials are allowed to
languish there are potential reflections
of biases.
2. W
 e commit to describing resources
without discrimination whilst
respecting the privacy and preferences of their associated agents.
Descriptions of library resources are
expected to be opinion-free. Cataloging
neutrality has long been an aspiration,
if not yet fully realized. Transcription
is used for key data elements whenever
the needed data is available. When a
title for a document has to be “supplied
by a cataloger,” neutral language is
used. Catalogers do not evaluate or
judge the quality of the content of the
material being described. We information professionals have control over the
descriptive metadata we provide within
a description, but as for the language
appearing in transcribed elements, we
do not.
A dynamic tension exists between
what personal information a document

creator would like public audiences
to have available about themself and
what demographic data a reader would
like to have access to. I have addressed
those competing needs previously in
this space.8 Another type of preference
sometimes expressed by the creators
of documents is for the specific form
of name presented in text strings
appearing in our discovery tools. In a
day and age when identity management
is ascendant and where the identifier
is the prime means of distinguishing
and tracking a creator, libraries are
becoming freer to grant requests to
change text strings to match author
preferences.
3. We acknowledge that we bring our
biases to the workplace; therefore,
we strive to overcome personal,
institutional, and societal prejudices
in our work.
A major 20th century force in sensitizing new librarians to the types of
biases to be aware of and seek to rectify
was Sandy Berman, the author of Prejudices and Antipathies.9 After years of
providing critiques of the language in
Library of Congress Subject Headings,
his alternative subject headings used
at Hennepin County Library in Minnesota became a regular reference source
consulted by the Library of Congress
(LC) when reviewing proposed new
topical terms in the Subject Authority
Cooperative (SACO) Program of the
PCC. The upsurge in training in the
past couple of years focused on equity,
diversity, and inclusion has heightened
awareness of the biases inhabiting our
work.
4. We recognise that interoperability
and consistent application of standards help our users find and access
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materials. However, all standards
are biased; we will approach them
critically and advocate to make cataloguing more inclusive.
One wonders about the generalization of “all standards.” Does that
include standards that essentially are
mere numbers, such as the International Standard Book/Serial Number
(ISBN, ISSN)? Is it the standard itself
that is biased, or is it sometimes the
application of the standard? Does the
making of “cataloging more inclusive”
envision a striving to improve the standard, or is it more a matter of reaching
for workarounds to compensate for
the irredeemably-flawed standards?
Another matter of concern is who gets
to participate in setting and revising
standards. At some point, the need for a
completely new standard will be identified.
5. We support efforts to make standards
and tools financially, intellectually,
and technologically accessible to
all cataloguers, and developed with
evidence-based research and stakeholder input.
A number of the basic tools and
standards cited in the requirements
segments of professional position
announcements are freely available
online.10 To work in some files or with
some tools, an institutional membership and/or a subscription is required.
The cataloging code RDA: Resource
Description and Access has been translated into eight other languages beyond
English.11 A number of institutions have
committed to making their metadata
freely available; this also includes the
PCC and OCLC’s WorldCat.12
6. We take responsibility for our cataloguing decisions and advocate for

transparency in our institutional
practices and policies.
The decision summaries on
proposed changes to LC Subject Headings (LCSH) and Library of Congress
Classification issued by LC are a good
example of explaining why proposals
get turned down or tabled.13 Many institutions make their cataloging policy
and procedure documentation publicly
available. The same is true of the standards for the PCC’s bibliographic and
authority data. I remember the admonition in library school that “cataloging is
not brain surgery,” meaning that it was
always possible to revisit metadata and
make revisions to it as warranted.
7. We collaborate widely to support the
creation, distribution, maintenance,
and enrichment of metadata in
various environments and jurisdictions.
Willingness to work collaboratively
in shared files brings great efficiency
and reduces duplication of effort.
Broadening this concept beyond
libraries to include collaboration
with other parties in the information
ecosphere, such as publishers, vendors,
rights management agencies, and
others, further expands the number of
resources receiving fuller metadata.
While libraries seek to influence the
metadata standards and practices used
by those other parties, it is true that
they will have less direct control over
the metadata.
8. We insist on diversity, equity,
and inclusion in the workplace.
We promote education, training,
equitable pay, and a fair work
environment for everyone who catalogues so that they can continue to
support search and discovery.

We, the very large majority of us in
the profession, value having a work site
that resembles the community we live
in as well as the constituents we are
cataloging for. We aspire to staff our
units with the skills needed to describe
the materials being added to the collection, which will include a variety of
human and machine languages.
9. We advocate for the value of
cataloguing work within our organisations and with external partners.
I still remember collecting a
promotional button from the OCLC
exhibit booth at an ALA conference
that asserted “Cataloging is a public
service.” Part of ensuring the ongoing
perceived viability and necessity of
metadata positions is reconceptualizing
vacancies and matching them to new
and emerging library needs. A memorable example of advocating the value
of metadata to external partners was
PCC’s success in convincing vendors
of aggregator databases that title-level
access was needed to represent the
serials contained within those databases. The clincher was going beyond
that contention to show the vendors
how that could actually be achieved
by cloning skeletal e-version records
from the CONSER print versions. Once
loaded into online catalogs, the database usage stats grew exponentially.
10. We work with our user communities to understand their needs in
order to provide relevant and timely
services.
When I led the University of California’s Bibliographic Services Task
Force, we sought to understand specifically why users were experiencing
greater satisfaction utilizing the Google
(continued on page 6)
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and Amazon search interfaces—presence of a single search box for targeting
all types of materials, a tool easy and
intuitive enough to use without first
needing bibliographic instruction.14
More recently we have witnessed
growth in user desire for faceting
in search tools, and a decline in the
demand for browse index displays.
Most if not all of these principles
have had a long-standing history and
prior precedents in our profession. They
have been on our radar in some form
and at least to some extent previously.

Broader Considerations
on the Application of the
Code of Ethics
In the code’s implementation,
should we focus our attention primarily
on today’s and tomorrow’s processing
workloads? Within current cataloging
workloads, how do we balance the
potential increase in time needed to
critically catalog with the fact that
productivity/volume of what we can
process is one of the important metrics
that we report? Also, how much energy
can we practically apply to remediating
past descriptive work, when letting
completely unprocessed materials sit
in backlogs with no description at all
represents its own problem? Describing
some of the more recently acquired
materials sitting in those backlogs
could perhaps enable the library’s
collections to become more representative of the society we live in. Should
those materials then be a particular
priority? Perhaps the compromise is
that we will largely confine our efforts
in remediating legacy metadata to
those things that can be achieved via
batch actions. These are some of the
considerations as we pursue “the goal
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of making metadata inclusive and
resources accessible.”15
In deciding which biases in standards and practices to correct, is there a
need to triage those that cause the most
grievous harm and correspondingly
deploy our energies? If one zooms out
to a macro-level view of the Library of
Congress Classification scheme, there
has always been a bothersome inconsistency in the treatment of various
demographic groups, which have been
the subject of social movements in
the United States. African Americans
and the Civil Rights movement have
classed under History, as “Elements
in the population” (E184.4-E185.98).
Women and the feminist movement
have been classed under Sociology as
part of sex role (HQ1100-HQ2030.7).
LGBTQ+ and the gay rights movement are classed under Sociology as
part of “Human sexuality” (HQ75.115HQ76.965), shortly after “Sexual
practices outside of social norms.” Is it
fair to say this high-level overview of
the classification scheme is not visible
to those browsing shelves physically
or virtually, and perhaps not injurious?
Is the more important goal a consistent application of the classification
system to achieve helpful collocation in
making materials available?
How would a library motivated to do
something about the egregious LCSH
term “Illegal aliens” be guided by the
code of ethics? Would they commit
to lobby LC strenuously for changes
clearly warranted in the vocabulary?
Go rogue and deliberately override the
term officially preferred in the vocabulary at the local level? Ameliorate the
offending vocabulary by adding more
acceptable terminology from a different
vocabulary, e.g., uncontrolled keywords
or Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)?

For example, the MeSH heading is
“Undocumented immigrants.”16 Would
the library use a form of “masking” to
remap the offending terminology in
the discovery layer, so the preferred
language can be searched and displayed
without needing to edit the actual
metadata?17 Probably it is safe to say
the code would merely direct us to do
something and leave the choice up to
our judgment.
We might be able to take steps to
change our daily cataloging practice
in house, since that is something we
do have more control over. What of
other providers of metadata that we
consume? Would we impose quality
assurance reviews of the metadata that
arrives in our libraries via shelf-ready
arrangements?
There would be less remediation of
local copies of records as our standards
and awareness improve if we sought
to adopt a bibliographic ecosystem
whereby we automatically obtain
updates to bibliographic data improved
at the network level. Another model
would be simply pointing to a set of
bibliographic data we consider to be
our “database of record.” In either case,
improvements only need to be made
one time, by one party, to benefit us all.
Over time the metadata we depend
on for discovery is being provided
by an increasingly broader array of
sources. This implies that rolling up our
sleeves and working harder and with
more awareness is only part of the solution. We also will have to develop our
advocacy skills as we lobby the other
metadata providers that we can only
influence, not control.

Conclusion
The foregoing discussion provides a
textbook case of why it continues to be
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necessary to have professionals within
technical services. Who will assess
the adequacy of existing cataloging
standards for meeting user needs?
Who will advocate for needed adjustments, including changes to controlled
vocabularies? In situations where
predictability and stability are lost, who
will figure out what should be done on
an interim or permanent basis?
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Here There Be Dragons: Maps and
Unexamined Bias
(continued from page 1)

In a group chat the other day, I
mentioned that, being at work on my
birthday, I was spending the day cataloging antique maps and was picking
out the ones with illustrations of sea
monsters on them.1 AT said she had
invoked me in a library instruction class
the previous week: the topic of the class
was lies, deceptions, and bias, and AT
had asked the class to think about the
idea that maps are always neutral and
to brainstorm some keywords. AT is
the science librarian at her institution;
their data librarian, not AT, works with
the Geospatial Research Lab. AT was
not instructing a geography class. Her
students did not know much about maps
and did not mention cartography, but they
did talk about bias, and how every map
has some inherent bias. As always, I was
happy to have helped inspire and inform
examples, even if I “helped” without actually doing anything! I added that that was
a great idea, because at the very bottom
of it, maps are not even accurate: you are
taking a roundish object—the Earth or
another planet—and flattening it out.

The Inaccuracy of Maps

John J. Riemer is Head, University
of California Los Angeles Library
Resource Acquisitions & Metadata
Services, and can be reached at
jriemer@library.ucla.edu.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Think of squashing an orange peel
flat; at some point it will dent or tear.
Something has to give, something has to
stretch or shrink in order to lay a round
object down into a plane. For example,
most common world maps we see in
the continental United States use the
Mercator projection. Imagine a globe
inside a round can; think of shining a
light out through the globe’s surface,
then unrolling the cylindrical image. To
express it in a more physical manner,
Mercator maps (very roughly speaking)
cut the poles off the globe, slice it up
the International Date Line, and press it

down flat. This is fine for places close to
the equator, but the further north or south
one goes, the more the globe must stretch
in order to fit onto a linear surface. This
would not yield a good or possibly even
a usable map of Antarctica, for example.
A different projection or means of flattening that part of the globe would be
needed.2 So right from the beginning, a
mapmaker or a map user must choose
which inaccuracy they prefer, which
projection most closely represents the
desired area of coverage, and which
distortions are acceptable. Of course,
this does not even begin to address
other seemingly inherent assumptions
in maps. Why is North “up”? Why does
the “default” Mercator world map slice
the globe on the date line, centering
the London meridian in the unrolled
image?3 Whose terms and place names
are used, and, for that matter, which
places are even included on the map?4
With maps, the distortion due to
projection is an inherent physical
necessity. Since it cannot be avoided,
projection becomes a conscious choice.
It is also acknowledged and (particularly
for non-Mercator projections) stated
outright, and catalogers are responsible
for recording projection statements in
order to help inform library users about
the resource. So, while it does constitute
a kind of bias (and a nontrivial one),
projection is an examined bias.
Other biases, other choices made
in the construction of a map are more
like what people think of as unconscious bias. But perhaps we should
start training ourselves—as information
professionals, as describers-of-things,
and simply as humans—to think of
this kind of bias as unexamined rather
than unconscious. Characteristics such
as “north = up” are so prevalent that
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we rarely think about them, other than
by omission. (Map catalogers are also
responsible for making a note if a map is
not oriented with north pointing upright.)
But they were still choices, made
long ago by European explorers and
mapmakers that persist centuries later.
The presence of the Royal Observatory in Greenwich led to that choice of
prime meridian (the zero from which
longitude is measured) in English
maps, and on a map of the whole world
it makes mathematical and aesthetic
sense to place that zero at the center of
the longitude number line. European
explorers of Mercator’s day were not
sailing to the poles, so they were not
really needed on his map. Further, since
they were sailing from Europe and

since people read from the top down,
perhaps it made sense to place Europe,
and therefore “north” in general, at
the top of the map. But what happens
when these choices are not questioned
or even noticed? Larger shapes and
shapes closer to the center of a picture
are easier to see and become easier to
recognize, while smaller shapes and
those on the margins are less readily
apparent and easier to ignore. Additionally, a study out of Gettysburg College
in Pennsylvania showed that not only
are the subjects conditioned to think of
north and south as up and down, but that
further associations of positive/good
and negative/bad with up and down
also transfer to (possibly U.S.-centric)
perceptions of north and south.5 At the

MORE ABOUT MAP PROJECTIONS
GISGeography, Maps & Cartography, “What are Map Projections? (And
Why They Are Deceiving to Us),” updated Oct. 29, 2021, https://gisgeography.com/map-projections (accessed March 31, 2022).
This page shows some of the most common map projections and explains
how they are done. For even more examples, or if you would prefer to compare
pictures visually without the explanations and mathematical terminology, see
“50 Map Projection Types: A Visual Reference Guide” at the same site (https://
gisgeography.com/map-projection-types/).
“What Your Favorite Map Projection Says about You,” date not given,
https://xkcd.com/977 (accessed March 31, 2022).
This one is a webcomic, just for fun! It has black-and-white examples of
several map projections all visible at once, which is actually useful for visual
comparison. The personality-quiz humor is a bonus.
U.S. Geological Survey, Map Projections, https://pubs.usgs.gov/
gip/70047422/report.pdf (accessed March 31, 2022).
Gives examples, histories, and explanations of projections used by the USGS.
It includes some terminology, but explains the terms in context; you also can
skip the words and look at the pictures. Also includes a chart comparing the
features and bugs of the different projections.

risk of inviting ridicule, I can share a
more concrete example. One time years
ago when I was studying an atlas (in
preparation for a particular trivia contest)
and saw a map centered on the date line,
I was surprised to realize that Japan was
“across” from California. It had never
occurred to me that I had thought, for
no reason I could identify, that Japan’s
latitude was closer to that of Hawai’i.

Unexamined Biases
Moving beyond maps alone and
into other areas of cataloging: how
many other choices, and legacies of
choices, form the foundation of each
person’s worldview? How, then, do
those choices and legacies filter out
into our perceptions, into our ways
of representing and communicating
information? What assumptions, what
biases are so deeply embedded in our
vocabularies that we do not even notice
them except in their absence? Whose
“area” in the public consciousness is
enlarged, and whose is diminished? No
two human experiences are alike, but
at the same time, as members of social
groups and societies we share some
common background frameworks,
common ways of condensing our world
and its history into our own slices of
life. I have found it worthwhile to try
to stop thinking of “unconscious bias”
and instead regard it as “unexamined
bias.” If a certain kind or amount of
bias is unavoidable, like the distortion
inherent in a map projection, then it
should be acknowledged and explained.
For the others, recognizing the possibility of bias everywhere is the start
of addressing it, and addressing one’s
biases is the start of rooting out or at
least mitigating the harmful ones.
(continued on page 10)
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(continued from page 9)
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1. It is not uncommon for catalogers
to keep “cataloging candy”—
fun, appealing items for a palate
cleanser after a particularly
unpleasant or stressful task, or a
change of pace after a dull one. For
my birthday it was all sea-monster
map candy, all day!
2. Instead of trying to explain a
projection that would work for
Antarctica, a few resources with
good explanations and even better
pictures to go along with them
appear in the sidebar.
3. I do not intend to pick on the
Mercator projection here. While it
does render Europe, Canada, and
the northern United States comparatively much larger than they are by
area, it does have cool and useful
aspects—for one, it preserves local
directions and angles. This means
your compass will work with the
map, which is great!
4. Choice of place names is a whole
additional matter for another day.
5. Brian P. Meier, Arlen C. Moller,
Julie J. Chen, and Miles RiemerPeltz, “Spatial Metaphor and Real
Estate: North–South Location Biases
Housing Preference,” Social Psychological and Personality Science 2,
no. 5 (Sept. 2011): 547–53, https://
doi.org/10.1177/1948550611401042.
Laura Kane McElfresh is Cartographic Metadata Librarian at the
University of Minnesota Libraries. She
can be reached at mcelf008@umn.edu.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Continuities
On the Persistence of MARC:
Part 3
By Ben Abrahamse

T

his is the third and final installment in my series on the MARC
format.1 I have looked at
MARC’s past and at one of its possible
futures. Now I would like to talk a bit
about where we are right now, in what
feels like the perpetual middle between
the (rumored) death of MARC and its
(purported) transformation to linked
data.
While MARC may appear to be set
in stone to many, as a matter of fact, it
is always changing. The past few years
have seen some changes to the format
that are worth considering because they
are groundwork for the future, whatever
that ends up being. Of particular interest
are efforts to make existing MARC
more hospitable to recording links to
resources outside of the MARC record
itself. Taken together, these efforts
outline a future iteration of MARC
that, while preserving its textual values,
also can interact somewhat with other
systems. Some call it “Linky” MARC.

“Linkifying” MARC
Access Points
MARC was designed to be a
format for the encoding and transmission of textual data. Its sophisticated
syntax of fields, indicators, and
subfields serves the primary purpose
of contextualizing the text that catalogers transcribe, record, or supply
about resources in a collection. This
is true not only for “descriptive” data
(elements that describe the resource)
but for “access/authority” data, as
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well. When catalogers “control headings” in a bibliographic record, they
find character-for-character matches
in corresponding records in whatever
authority file their institution uses.
(Some systems now do this string
comparison for the cataloger.) MARC is
string-driven; the implication of this is
that data encoded in MARC is reasonably stable within a controlled system,
but without an easy way to link to
corresponding data outside of whatever
local system it is stored in.
Making the MARC format more
hospitable to data stored in contemporary, web-based technologies was
a challenge taken up by the Program
for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC)
beginning around 2015 with the establishment of the PCC Task Group on
URIs in MARC.2 This group was
composed of cataloging and metadata
experts who belong to the various
institutions that participate in the PCC.
The task group’s work came to fruition in 2017, when they shepherded
two important changes to the MARC
format through the MARC Advisory
Committee (MAC), the Library of
Congress-sponsored body that oversees
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MARC.3 These changes to the format
provided new ways of treating access
points in MARC records, enabling
catalogers to record uniform resource
identifiers (URIs) that can link the
textual data recorded in a field to corresponding data sources on the web.
Providing a method of including
identifying links in access point fields
in the MARC bibliographic format
was not really new when the PCC
Task Group made its proposal. Since
2007, there has been a defined subfield
($0) for recording URIs to related
data sources in most access point
fields (e.g., 1xx (Main Entry Fields),
7xx (Added Entry and Linking Entry
Fields), and 8xx (Series Added Entry
Fields)). The importance of the 2017
change was that it defined a different
subfield ($1) for recording links in a
more linked-data-ready fashion, which
can either replace or stand next to
the links recorded in the $0. This is a
subtle thing, and I encourage readers
who really want to dive into the weeds
to look at the MARC proposal.4 In
brief: URIs recorded in $0 are, strictly
speaking, the “authority record control
number or standard number,” though
they might be provided in the form of a
link rather than a string. The link might
resolve in a browser, but it would be a
document about the entity in the access
point at which you would be looking.
The data being linked to is not necessarily “actionable” by computers; it is
designed to take a user to a web
document.

But when one thinks about data in
a more open web environment, where
data are being assembled by computers
instead of read by humans, linking to
a resource through a URI relies on a
persistent encoded connection between
the identifier and what is being identified. As the 2017 proposal states,
“Semantic web infrastructure relies
on the unique identification of entities – or, in semantic web terms, ‘Real
World Objects’ (RWOs); or, even more
colloquially, ‘Things.’”5 There is a lot
to unpack there and I could certainly
delve into this issue further, but for the
sake of word count, let us agree that
by defining a separate MARC subfield
that enables semantic-web-friendly
links to be recorded in access points,
alongside links to more traditional
library resources, possibilities are
opened up to link more explicitly the
entities that are identified and described
in MARC records—be they individual
authors, their works, or other related
phenomena—to other resources that
exist on the web.

Bibliographic
Relationships
The second important change to
the MARC format that occurred in
2017 was the expansion of an existing
subfield used to record relationship
codes ($4) to enable it to accommodate linking through URIs.6 One way
of looking at a MARC record is that
it is a series of recorded relationships:
between an author and their work,

obviously, as well as the other possible
relationships that arise between people
and resources. But a MARC record
also can record relationships among
resources, as well as relationships
between resources and concepts (i.e.,
subjects). In a traditional MARC
environment, these relationships are
expressed through a variety of means:
by sequence (1xx versus 7xx, for
example) alone, or through the use
of controlled and uncontrolled terms.
Enabling catalogers to record URIs in
access points makes it possible to make
use of the semantic web to organize
and reveal relationships in new and
potentially dynamic ways.
With the MARC format so tweaked
to allow recording machine-actionable
URIs for relationships in access points,
the community has taken another
important step toward a future conversion of MARC to linked data. We are
one step closer to being able to record
all of the elements needed to derive
linked data directly in MARC. The next
logical step is to explore the encoding
of work identifiers in title fields and
name/title authority records.

Linking out of the Library
of Congress Name
Authority File
Another event related to the MARC
format, which deserves mention here,
was the release in 2021 of a set of
PCC best practices for using MARC
field 024 (Other Standard Identifier)
(continued on page 12)
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in authority records to record URIs.
Here we are not talking about linking
individual access points where they
appear in bibliographic records, but
rather linking the individual or entity
described and identified by a particular
authority record to other descriptions
of that individual in other identity
management systems. We can link
the authority record for an author to
their corresponding ISNI identifier,
for example.8 These best practices
are worth reading as they point to the
many challenges associated with trying
to “linkify” our MARC data, without
obscuring its original purpose. Here we
are admonished to “limit the maximum
number of 024s in a NACO [Name
Authority Cooperative Program of the
PCC] authority record to five,” and
strongly encouraged to “record URIs
from vocabularies that provide additional information rather than repeating
information that is already present,”
reflecting the fact that there is already
a proliferation of data sources for some
entities. In the context of a MARC
record and particularly an authority
record, which is quite likely to be interacted with directly by a cataloger, the
question of how many links are appropriate before their presence begins to
disrupt the usefulness of the record is a
live one.
Caveats aside, providing ways of
linking out from MARC authority
records to other emerging data sources
can be seen as providing a potential
benefit to the user, by enabling them
to find out more information about the
people and things they discover in the
catalog. It also may provide the initial
infrastructure for a connection between
the small (relatively speaking) corpus
of NACO records and the much larger
7

12

world of things and people identified
by data services such as ISNI, ORCID,
and Wikidata.

What Is Next?
The enhancements I have discussed
here—and there are more that I did
not have room to talk about—have
the potential to link the data in our
MARC records to the wider world,
and transform the catalog from just a
system for bibliographic retrieval into
something richer. Yet it remains to be
seen just how or even if they will be
implemented on a wide scale. Changing
the MARC standard to enable the
recording of links and URIs is one
thing. Actually changing past, current,
and future MARC production to incorporate URIs is another, and would
require both investment and direction
from institutions that use MARC.
One possible implementation
scenario for a “Linky” MARC is the
development of systems that make use
of the textual data encoded in MARC,
while providing users with links out
to related resources. One can imagine
and see early examples of online catalogs and discovery systems that enable
users to link out from the bibliographic
display to information sources about
the various entities in the record, such
as the author. Likewise, a better organized encoding of relationships might
go a long way toward enabling more
sophisticated searches for users. The
benefits of linking could enhance the
existing MARC data, without requiring
a wholesale transition to a new format.
Another possible scenario is
the migration of all MARC data to
BIBFRAME or some other linked data
format.9 This would be a project that,
presumably, the presence of URIs and
links to related non-MARC sources

will greatly facilitate. Any kind of
transition from MARC to a new format
will involve a great deal of retrospective work, and it may be the case that
recording these data in MARC now
will pay off in the future.
Whatever happens, it seems likely
that it will not happen overnight.
We will be in this period of “middle
MARC” for some time to come.
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Inordinate Maps of
Knowledge from the
Bibliographers’ Guild
National Identity, Pluralism,
and Libraries
By Gregory Leazer

L

ately I have been worried about
libraries and their roles, particularly how they contribute to
the sense of national identity. And, of
course, when I say “libraries,” I have
particular concern for catalogs and
metadata because these tools are an
important service and even provide a
sense of what it is to be a librarian. A
few recent events have put me in this
frame of mind.
First, as I write this, I am on a
research trip to Kosovo, where (with
American and Kosovo colleagues)
we have been thinking about library
services for this new nation that broke
away from Serbia, the central remaining
element of former Yugoslavia. The bulk
of Kosovo’s population is defined as
an ethno-linguistic group that speaks
Albanian, distinct from the slavic Serbs,
themselves an ethno-linguistic group
and the largest in Europe. Kosovo
declared itself as an independent state in
2008, though Serbia has not conceded.
Although it is 92 percent Albanian and
97 percent Islamic, it defines itself
as a multicultural nation, with Serb
communities concentrated in the north,
and includes Bosniaks, Turks, and the
Romani people. They also have special
affinity with Albania—in a sentence,
through history Kosovo has variously
been joined administratively with
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Serbia and Albania, and now attempts
to stand as an independent nation. And
the challenge is this: How do you create
a national identity out of pieces? It
would be one thing to simply declare
“Kosovo is Albanian” or “Kosovo is
Serbian” (you see both spray-painted on
walls) and create a national hegemonic
identity. This is clearly the approach
being advocated by some in other
countries. For example, Marie Le Pen,
who is dangerously close to winning
the French presidency, claimed late
last year “French delinquents in prison,
foreigners on a plane!” and supports
barring citizenship from those born in
French territories.
The question of how to construct
a national identity (or how to destroy
one) took on an urgent new reality
when Putin decided to invade Ukraine,
claiming immediately beforehand
that Ukraine had no distinct culture of
its own and could not and would not
(continued on page 14)
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be separated from Russia. Is there a
distinct Ukrainian national identity? It
is clear that Putin would never admit
to this being the case, but it appears
that much of the rest of the world
has judged it to be so, and even more
importantly a very large majority of
Ukrainians themselves judge it to be
so. Putin’s opinions rest on a series of
dubious historical claims of common
ancestry dating back to Kievan Rus’
circa 900 AD. Of course, on a cultural
basis, there is a clear distinction
between Russia and Ukraine. But the
real test of a hegemonic identity is
pragmatic. It leads to social exclusions, deportations, and in the case of
Ukraine, war and death. The endgame
of social hierarchies is pretty bleak,
and it is alarming to note how people
who promote “softer” versions of social
exclusion cannot quite bring themselves to critique Putin and the idea that
strict national identities lead so easily
to violence.
An alternative approach is to
construct a national identity not around
the sense of a single paramount group
identity, but around a group of ideals.
Some of those ideals would be a
commitment to multiculturalism, or
pluralism, where groups can interact
without having to give up their particular identities in a peaceful coexistence.
Such a pluralism is based on a concept
of solidarity, that we have more to
gain together than we do apart, and
that we can have meaningful interactions, including the ability to construct
a nation. Solidarity, as a concept, is
perhaps distinct from unity, which says
we are all one people and indistinguishable from each other, a concept
that might work more at a political or
legal level than as a cultural concept.
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And a commitment to pluralism is
probably worthless without a commitment to justice and equity, as we know
that some groupings historically have
advantages conferred upon them. The
concept of nationhood here is not a
required element, and perhaps one that
complicates matters, but I think we can
for our purposes here today take it as a
given, though in our utopian fantasies
perhaps the concept would not hold the
significance that it does today.
The challenge, of course, is how
do you get people, or more specifically a majoritarian group of people,
to give up their commitment to their
group identity as the most important
defining characteristic of the nation,
and substitute instead a commitment
to the peaceful and just coexistence of
other peoples? At times the responsibilities of national citizenship, defined
as a commitment to a set of ideals, will
have to supercede one’s commitment
to their own group’s status. For those
in majoritarian groups, this can cause
some discomfort as the demands of
equity feel like favoring other groups,
or in Ronald Reagan’s terminology,
“special interests.” Paul Peterson at
that time said “an interest is special if it
consists of or is represented by a fairly
small number of intense supporters
who cannot expect that their cause
will receive strong support from the
general public except under unusual
circumstances.”1 Reagan’s trick was
to conflate public disregard for special
interests such as the coal industry or
trial lawyers with those of cultural
identity. By this reasoning, the gay
community’s request for equal rights
around the issue of, say, marriage
equality, is perceived as a special
demand that must be weighed against
the demands from other groups (e.g.,

religious fundamentalists who believe
in the definition of marriage exclusively between a man and a woman),
who also characterize national identity
in some restrictive fashion. Pluralist
social and political models require
a commitment beyond simple group
identity.

Knowledge is Universal
and/or Local
I have for years advocated for a
form of librarianship that points explicitly toward culture as its basis, and that
means attending to both people and
knowledge. Culture has obvious social
dimensions, but the epistemic dimensions are less commonly articulated.
Librarianship has long taken as its basis
that knowledge is not one large undifferentiated mass, but is divided into
uses and kinds, and one basic division
is by academic discipline. It is perhaps
too obvious to state, but chemists use
chemistry information, astronomers
use astronomy information, and literature scholars use literature amongst
other information. The disciplinary
basis of both knowledge and people
is so familiar to us that it comes to us
as an obvious truth and without the
need of any explanation. But the idea
of disciplinarity is one with a history.
Wellmon’s book Organizing Enlightenment describes how the division of
knowledge along with the creation of
the research university was the German
response to a problem we know all too
well: how do we manage knowledge
when there are too many books to
read?2 The solution from the late 18th
century was to appoint experts and split
the labor up into groups so each group
of experts was responsible for the cultivation of a particular area. Knowledge
is divided up into disciplinary cultures.
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But is knowledge divided into other
cultures as well? There are some clear
examples of this, such as developing
local history collections or collections
for linguistic communities. Even an
undergraduate college library, separate
from the research library, is a tacit
acknowledgment that different kinds
of people need different kinds of information services. But can we be more
specific?
Cait McKinney has written an
interesting book about the role of
information and the organization of
information in establishing a lesbian
history, and perhaps even a lesbian
group identity.3 She defines an “information activist” within the context of
a burgeoning lesbian feminist social
movement. Such activists are:
 omen who responded to their
w
frustrated desire for information
about lesbian history and lesbian
life by generating that information
themselves. Information activism
describes a range of materials and
processes constituting the collective, often unspectacular labor that
sustains social movements. This
concept brings together people, their
visions of justice, and the media
they use to organize, store, and
provide access to information.4
What is interesting in McKinnon’s
definition is not merely how a group
of people banded together to write
their own history and produce knowledge, but how that knowledge and the
social movement are co-constitutive.
A group produces knowledge, but in
some sense the knowledge produces
the group as well. To what degree is
this true of other groups and other
kinds of knowledges—of social groups

that are defined by their knowledge
and document/knowledge groups that
are defined by the people that use
them? How is knowledge implicated
or associated with various different
group identities? Again, we see this is
in disciplinary groupings, such as in
Kahn’s definition of a field of study as
an assembly of epistemic elements such
as key theories, values, assumptions,
instruments, methods and standard
problems as well as standard demonstrations such as papers and books.5

What Does All of This
Have to Do with Libraries?
In many ways the idea that libraries
could serve as places of national and
cultural conciliation seems quite
obvious. By developing inclusive
spaces, comprehensive collections,
and generous access policies, libraries
would appear to be a public institution well suited to both demonstrating
and developing a national civic culture
of inclusion and interaction. A signal
development in the history of libraries
by these measures would be the work
of Antonino Panizzi, who famously
built an expansive new reading room,
developed a catalog to accomodate
large numbers of new readers, and
broadened access by systematizing
the means of discovering what was
in the collections. Sadly, that reading
room, a monument to the democratization of knowledge, is now walled off
with marble and emblazoned with the
Queen’s name, away from the public.
It is a sad testimony to a man who did
so much in the service of public knowledge and culture.
Not to place all of the blame on
the British Museum as librarians have
often struggled to provide universal
access, much less equitable access.

Authoritarian regimes and segregated
Southern states all had libraries that
were active agents of oppression.6
Librarianship carries within itself
inestimable social values, but does not
guarantee them.
So we must articulate a set of
professional values that honors difference in people and does not attempt
to simply appropriate the knowledge
of others. Caswell looks to religious
pluralism to find four basic principles
derived from the work of Diana Eck
and applicable to the practice of
information services: energetic engagement with diversity, understanding
across lines of difference, encountering commitments, and the idea that
pluralism is based on dialog.7 She also
identifies four criticisms or pitfalls of
pluralism—claims of universality, inattention to power, silencing dissent, and
collapsing of difference—all having
to do with the ethical encounter and
reaction to pluralism.8 Designing information services means being aware
of the limits of our own comprehension, and encountering others on equal
terms. As Caswell says, “pluralism is
not simply a description of the existence of . . . difference, but a committed
interaction with that difference.”9
A commitment to pluralism is an
essential professional value for fair
and equitable information services
and is often interpreted within that
context as a set of practices for how
individuals from different cultural
groupings interact with each other. But
just as importantly for the purposes of
cataloging and other forms of knowledge organization is to understand the
pluralistic nature of knowledge itself.
We are not asked to opine or reflect
on whether there are different kinds of
(continued on page 16)
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knowledge—we must simply treat this
as fact. We have treated disciplinary
difference—in our classifications and
the construction and organization of
our collections—as a basic principle.
An ethical and cultural basis for librarianship must do so as well with other
kinds of cultural groupings.
Knowledge is pluralized, and yet our
practices continue to treat documents as
if they can and should be described in a
single standard way, and whose topics,
meanings, and uses are represented
without complexity. When cataloging
books from different cultures and
different eras, we must work with
sensitivity to difference and inequality.
Too often the materials of other
cultures are presented to our audiences
without regard to the history or sense
of exploitation of those resources. Can
we develop important meta-narratives
or counter-narratives in the representations of knowledge at the core of our
access systems? If a document can
be put to multiple uses, should we be
developing multiple representations—
or multi-faceted representations—of
those documents? Another example
from the British Museum may suffice
here: the so-called Elgin Marbles. The
bulk of the descriptions of the marbles
in the museum is given over to what
is literally depicted, with small effort
to present a reading or interpretation
of their significance. And hardly any
effort is given to describe the controversial means by which those marbles
were acquired, and the prolonged
dispute over ownership. The British
Museum ignores the ideas that those
marbles might have something to
say about the practices of the British
Empire or the continuing power differences between Greece and Britain, or
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the meanings of those marbles to those
two different constituencies.
For us, then, a commitment to
pluralism—in knowledge, amongst
users, and amongst the uses and meanings of documents—is an unwinding
project whose logic has not yet been
fully realized in the design of our tools
and services. Cataloging has aimed for
universal and invariant representations
that have erased difference, primarily
by interpreting objects for a bland
contemporary “general” audience.
Caswell cautions us that “pluralism
must proceed cautiously regarding
claims of universality.”10 It is time to
move beyond this admonishment and
start to actually design systems appreciative of human cultural and epistemic
difference.

(Latham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2019).
7. Michelle Caswell, “On Archival
Pluralism: What Religious Pluralism (and Its Critics) Can Teach Us
About Archives,” Archival Science
13, no. 4 (2013): 273-92, doi:
10.1007/s10502-012-9197-y.
8. Ibid., 282-84.
9. Ibid., 285.
10. Ibid., 287.
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Making and Managing Metadata
Exploring Wikidata
By Tom Adamich

F

or more than a decade, librarians have discussed library
linked data and their impact
on library collections. Some of those
discussions centered around Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and its
use in exposing descriptive metadata on
the web to enable the linking process.
Others, like the OCLC Dewey Linked
Data project, have summarized efforts
to analyze existing library descriptive
and classification tools (in this case, the
Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC))
to transform these resources into webenabled library linked data tools to
further utilize their classification and
discovery capabilities.
In this column, I will discuss Wikidata and provide a brief history of the
project and an overview of its structure,
and discuss the current landscape of
library-based participation in the Wikidata architecture—in particular, how
concepts and their corresponding library
classifications are represented and used
now and possibly in the future.

What is Wikidata?
A recent addition to the Wikimedia
Foundation suite of projects (including
Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons,
Meta-Wiki, Wikiquote, Wikiuniversity, etc.), Wikidata was launched on
October 29, 2012.1 Funded purely by
donations from the Allen Institute for
Artificial Intelligence, Google, and the
Betty Moore Foundation, Wikidata is
managed by Wikimedia Deutschland,
the German branch of the Wikimedia
Foundation. Its initial purpose was
threefold:

• to centralize interlanguage links
for Wikipedia articles (i.e.,
connect the same topic in different
languages)
• to provide a central repository for
the table-based entity and attribute
metadata for each Wikipedia entry
(found in the infobox located at the
right of each Wikipedia entry)
• to create and update list articles
based on data in Wikidata and their
relationship to other Wikimedia
Foundation sister projects (such as
Meta-Wiki, the Wikimedia Incubator, MediaWiki, and Wikitech,
among others).
Several component parts make up
the Wikidata ecosystem. First, each
Wikidata entry is identified as an item.
It must, at a minimum level, contain
an unique identifier (the QID) and may
contain several aliases or variant forms
(think See also references in library
subject heading thesauri like Library
of Congress Subject Headings), as
well as several accompanying statements.
Statements are how information
known about an item is recorded. The
statements consist of key-value pair/s—
attributes that connect the item itself
with a property. Each property may
have related entity values that further
describe the item. For example, a book
written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
in 1902 would have the following
property and value pairs (described in
linked data as key-value pairs):
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Author = Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Publication date = 1902
Properties can have multiple attributes
(for example, the color white is an
instance of the property color).
In Wikidata, property-value pairs
(again, represented as key-value pairs)
then can be encoded semantically as
RDF linked data into simple statements
that combine and enable Wikidata
entries and their associated relationships and metadata. Say we wanted
to operationalize the simple statement, “Milk is white” using Wikidata
elements. In that case, the following
codes and combinations would be used:
Item = milk (Wikidata no. Q8495)
Property = color (Wikidata no.
P462)
Property = white (Wikidata no.
Q23444) Note: White is an
instance of color.
When a statement has a variety
of options (as in the “Milk is white”
example where chocolate milk is
brown), statements help to map items
and their properties to more than one
value. If, for example, one wanted to
represent Marie Curie’s work as both
(continued on page 18)
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a physicist and a chemist, the property
occupation would have those multiple
values available for assignment to
Marie Curie in the resulting statement.
A value may be represented in a
variety of ways—as another Wikidata
item, numbers, media files, or others.
These values also may help define their
relationship to the property or properties to which they may be assigned. For
example, a property’s official website
(Wikidata no. P856) may only be
paired with a value of the type “URL.”
This capability of Wikidata is
important as one seeks to understand
the number of possible combinations
of linked data-enabled values and
properties into valid statements. In
the general internet world of things,
those combinations are vast. In our
world of describing library materials
in a linked data environment (i.e.,
the creators, subjects, publishers, etc.
described in the library catalogs of
today and tomorrow), those combination possibilities are equally vast.
However, this capability to combine
linked data-enabled values and properties into valid statements can only be
realized if library-related values (like
specific Dewey or Library of Congress
classification numbers, subject headings, publication ID numbers, etc.) are
exposed into the linked data ecosystem
as linked data enabled values and
properties.

Wikidata’s Relationship to
Library Linked Data
There are a few good examples that
are available to show how the library
community has been working behind
the scenes to surface and contribute
particular library metadata elements
into the linked data ecosystem via
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linked data pipelines like Wikidata. In
this way, these elements can be mined
and combined in linked data-enabled
search engines, systems, and websites
for use in a variety of library material
search and discovery scenarios.
For example, if one goes to the
Wikidata item entry for potassium
(Q703), the item entry contains a
variety of property and value statements describing the element—for
example, its density, melting point,
boiling point, safety classification,
described by source(s), etc.2 The most
interesting part of the potassium entry
is scrolling down to the “Identifiers”
section of the entry where various
accepted classification and thesaurus
authority sources have surfaced their
metadata for the Wikidata IT infrastructure to mine.
Several familiar library identifiers
for potassium are available including
the Library of Congress authority ID,
Dewey Decimal Classification number,
and the Medical Subject Heading
(MESH) descriptor ID. Others that
may not be as familiar but may be
of interest are the Art & Architecture
Thesaurus ID, the Australian Educational Vocabulary ID, the JSTOR
topic ID, the Catalog of the German
National Library—Deutsche National
Bibliothek’s GND ID, the National
Library of Israel ID, the National Diet
Library ID, the CAS Registry Number
(maintained by the American Chemical
Society), the ChemSpider ID (a free
chemical structure databased published
by the Royal Society of Chemistry),
and the PubChem CID (maintained
by the National Library of Medicine’s
National Center for Biotechnology
Information), among others.
This is important because it
is through the Wikidata’s linked

data-based architecture that these
sources of information are being
compiled and maintained in the spirit
of making them available to both open
access and credible for-profit organizations to mine and use for purposes
of providing information in a positive
community of access. As libraries, we
have sought to successfully participate
in this type of environment and offer
support for causes that maintain and
protect access while preserving data
integrity and privacy where
appropriate.

Wikidata and Library
Linked Data’s Future
While it is encouraging to see that
major library classification and subject
authority thesaurus contributors are
represented in Wikidata, it illustrates
that there are still gaps in library-based
information not yet represented or
enabled for linked data-related use.
This is not a content quality-based
issue but a technology-based issue that
requires cooperative investment in
producing library linked data-enabled
content for both existing metadata
(where applicable) and future metadata
moving forward.
In that sense, it is necessary for
conversations between library leaders
and information technology professionals (including developers and
coding specialists) worldwide to move
forward in coordinated efforts to
publish library linked data elements for
mining and inclusion in future library
catalog entries. The next step would be
to then make those catalogs available in
true library linked data-based networks
to optimize connections between locations and content availability.
That step is still a tall order, as there
is still a knowledge gap that exists in
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how linked data really functions and
how library linked data relates to that
functionality. While I hope that my
attempt to use the Wikidata example
and the good work they are doing
to describe the linked data process
was successful, it is merely one step
in a library linked data awareness
campaign. True advancement will
happen as library technical services
professionals work in the next-generation library linked data catalogs and
maintain library linked data functionality in the future.
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Fleming-May, Rachel A., and Regina
Mays. Fundamentals of Planning and
Assessment for Libraries. Chicago:
ALA Neal-Schuman, 2021. x, 254
pp. Index, glossary. ISBN: 978-08389-4998-6 (softcover) $64.99; ALA
Member $58.49.
Assessment in libraries has become a
value-driven proposition for librarians,
particularly in the context of providing
evidence of effectiveness for virtual
library services, which continue to
grow exponentially. In order to promote
effective planning and assessment
for both virtual and traditional library
services, Rachel A. Fleming-May and
Regina Mays, the authors of Fundamentals of Planning and Assessment for
Libraries, attempt to teach the basics
of library planning and assessment for
three primary groups of library
professionals:
• librarians interested in library
planning and assessment basics
• library staff assigned library
planning and assessment duties
• library science students as future
library professionals learning about
library planning and assessment
basics.
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at vls@tusco.net.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons
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The emphasis on library planning
and assessment basics dominates chapters of Fundamentals of Planning and
Assessment for Libraries, with chapter
titles including “Introduction to Planning and Assessment,” “The History of
Planning and Assessment in Libraries,”
“Basic Principles of Assessment,”
among others. These are coupled with
themes focused on assessment data
collection, direct evidence collection,

indirect evidence collection, data analysis, and the reporting and presentation
of data. Additionally, collaboration and
relationship management (in the context
of library planning and assessment) also
are featured topically with an entire
chapter devoted to the concepts.
I am particularly interested in the
library planning and assessment topic,
having spent nearly two years serving
on separate Association for Library
Collections and Technical Services
(now CORE) committees dedicated to
developing a library assessment repository (https://ala-core.libguides.com/
repository), which contains a fundamentals section along with a community
resources module. We looked at many
of the same issues librarians faced
when approaching library planning and
assessment projects, such as how to
effectively craft questions, how best to
gather information, which assessment
methodologies and terminology to
use, etc.
One of the positives associated
with Fundamentals of Planning and
Assessment for Libraries is that it does
make the distinction between assessment and research. The authors portray
assessment as a commentary on current
library policy and practice. On the other
hand, library research develops theories
and test hypotheses. It is this distinction
that makes parts of Fundamentals of
Planning and Assessment for Libraries
an effective teaching tool for library
planning and assessment concepts—
when the definitions are clear and
correct.
However, when the authors of
Fundamentals of Planning and Assessment for Libraries devote separate
chapters to direct evidence and indirect
evidence, respectively, their definitions,
(continued on page 20)
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examples, and explanation techniques
fall a bit short. While the authors are
correct that direct evidence involves
both quantitative and qualitative evaluation of data, and indirect evidence
is centered on the observations of
users themselves (reflected in survey
responses and the like), I question the
decision to make both terms “see also”
references in the glossary, essentially
making them interchangeable. The
terms may have similar characteristics,
but I would not classify them as synonymous or interchangeable.
Other parts of Fundamentals of
Planning and Assessment for Libraries
are more successful, including the
sample appendices for a library
assessment plan, assessment librarian
description, informed consent form
(used when surveying subjects under
the age of 18) along with the list
of library assessment journals and
conferences. These resources are wellexecuted and included valuable, useful
information.
While Fundamentals of Planning
and Assessment for Libraries can be
considered a good, overall primer
text for the topics of library planning and assessment, I think other
books, including The Library Assessment Cookbook by Aaron W. Dobbs
(ALA, 2017), which includes nearly
80 practical, easy-to-understand, and
replicate library assessments, might be
an equally instructive and prescriptive
text.
Tom Adamich, President, Visiting
Librarian Service.

Meier, John, Annie ZeidmanKarpinski, and Nastasha Johnson.
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Sudden Selector’s Guide to Mathematics Resources. Chicago: ALA
Core, 2021. Core Sudden Selector’s Series no. 10. xv, 87 pp.;
bibliographic references. ISBN-13:
978-0-8389-3765-5 (softcover) $15.00.
ALA members $12.00.
The Core (formerly Association
for Library Collections and Technical
Services) Sudden Selector’s Series
aims “to help library workers become
acquainted with the tools, resources,
individuals, and organizations that
can assist in developing collections in
new or unfamiliar subject areas” (ix).
I first encountered the series about
six months ago when, in preparation
for cataloging GIS datasets and other
digital cartographic resources, I read
The Sudden Selector’s Guide to Geography and GIS (no. 7 in the series).
While my work with our map and
geography collections involves description rather than development, I found
the book approachable and accessible
for a subject novice, and appreciated
the picture it painted of geography as
a discipline. To contrast, I was able
to read the Sudden Selector’s Guide
to Mathematics Resources from an
educated point of view (a much more
comfortable position!). At essentially
every point where the Guide to Mathematics Resources intersected with my
own experience—undergraduate math
major, mathematics graduate student,
mathematics subject librarian, and
college math teacher—it struck familiar
chords.
While both of the aforementioned
Sudden Selectors guides covered
the similar ground of introducing a
new subject librarian to the history
of the field, the nature of the work
performed by scholars in the area, and
important information resources for
faculty and students, the series is not

at all formulaic. Within each book,
the authors organize and present their
content in ways that make sense for
that subject. The Guide to Mathematical Resources takes a mathematical
approach, highlighting the unique
aspects of mathematics and mathematicians in comparison with other
disciplines.
Perhaps the most central oddity of
mathematics resources is the atypically long shelf life they enjoy because
“math seldom goes out of date”
(7). While new discoveries in other
science, technology, engineering, and
medical (STEM) fields often contradict previously-held knowledge, new
mathematical developments generally
supplement and build on the existing
body of scholarship. As one consequence of this cumulative, unchanging
nature of math, the authors describe
mathematicians as resembling humanists rather than other STEM researchers
in their information-seeking behavior:
like scholars in the humanities, mathematicians use books, print resources,
and older materials more than other
STEM researchers do. However, this is
a matter of practicality rather than arbitrary devotion to a particular medium
or format. Mathematicians read and
publish articles via preprint utilities
such as arXiv rather than depending
on paper journals, and are some of the
most enthusiastic creators and adopters
of open educational resources (OERs).
The idea that math does not go bad
also supports libraries providing access
to math textbooks, which is much
easier when slightly older editions
remain useful. Since mathematicians
“value the library as their lab space”
(2), textbooks essentially become the
students’ lab materials worthy of institutional support, justifying a popular
library service for students. On the flip
side, this longevity may create a belief
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that libraries should collect omnivorously and keep everything. This can
lead to difficult choices in building
collections and greater difficulty in
weeding them.
Another peculiarity of mathematics
arises from the fundamental role it
plays in the other STEM fields. Nearly
all science and engineering degrees
require math courses, meaning that
many students in lower-level undergraduate classes are math non-majors.
Furthermore, in K-12 and lower-level
college math education, textbooks
serve mostly as “the repository for the
required homework problems” (9).
Meanwhile, some advanced “textbooks” (e.g., Springer’s Undergraduate
Texts in Mathematics (UTM) and
Graduate Texts in Mathematics (GTM)
series) are actually also generaluse monographs (43). This point is
relevant to library instruction as well
as collection development. In order
to understand and compose textual
proofs, which are very different from
the problem sets, graduate students and
upper-level undergraduates must learn
to read and write mathematical prose.
Throughout the Guide, commonsense suggestions are followed up
with interesting twists and insights.
Naturally, information about a math
department’s research and teaching
agendas can be gleaned through
meeting with faculty members individually and as a group. The authors
also recommend meeting with graduate
students, whose research interests
mirror those of their faculty-member
advisors, and they might be more
receptive to librarians’ overtures.
Meeting with grad student interest and
affinity groups also can help librarians
contribute to ameliorating the “pipeline
problem,” where women and members
of historically excluded groups are
underrepresented in mathematics. (The

authors address gender inequity noticeably more than racial or ethnic inequity,
but similar principles could apply.)
Attending colloquia and other
departmental events is another recommended means for a math librarian
to build both an inventory and a
conceptual understanding of faculty
research interests. For a more tangible,
cumulative way to accomplish these
ends, the authors also suggest creating
a concept map (4). Given the authors’
thorough overview of the American
Mathematical Society’s (AMS) MathSciNet abstracting service, I was slightly
surprised that they did not further
suggest using the AMS/zbMATH
Mathematics Subject Classification
(MSC) as a kind of crib sheet for
concept mapping, but with over 5,000
topics classified into 63 areas, MSC
might be a little too fine-pointed of a
tool for this purpose.
The authors have created an accessible and serviceable guide for new
math librarians. The chapters are thorough but concise, and each chapter
concludes with a concrete to-do list of
actions to take, resources to explore,
concepts to learn, thus helping the
reader put theory into practice. I admit
that my opinion may be colored by
affection and nostalgia for my past life
in mathematics; but I still found the
Sudden Selector’s Guide to Mathematical Resources informative, readable,
and accurate.
Laura Kane McElfresh, Cartographic Metadata Librarian at the
University of Minnesota.

Zwierski, Michele, Joanna F.
Fountain, and Marilyn McCroskey.
Cataloging Correctly for Kids, 6th

edition. Chicago: ALA Editions,
2021. viii, 184 pp. Glossary, index.
ISBN 978-0-8389-1871-5 (softcover)
$59.99: ALA members $53.99.
When I was asked to write a review
for the sixth edition of Cataloging
Correctly for Kids, I considered it an
honor and privilege, having shared the
pages of Technicalities with Sheila S.
Intner and Jean Weihs, past editors of
Cataloging Correctly for Kids, for a
number of years. A few years ago, I
reviewed the 5th edition of the Standard Cataloging for School and Public
Libraries, identified by many to be
the seminal text for cataloging. Both
Intner and Weihs remain the experts on
the subject (Intner, Simmons College
Professor Emeritus, founding director
of Mount Holyoke College’s Master of
Library and Information Science (LIS)
program and Weihs, retired director
of the Library Techniques Program at
Seneca College in Toronto, Canada,
and prolific library technical services
author). While Intner and Weihs were
not involved in editing this edition of
Cataloging Correctly for Kids, their
past contributions to this title and
continued influence in guiding several
generations of catalogers and library
and information science (LIS) students
deserve recognition here.
In the 5th edition of Cataloging
Correctly for Kids, readers were introduced to discussions on cataloging for
non-English speaking children and
their families. In the 6th edition, this
topic is revisited by Allison Kaplan.
New topics appear such as cataloging
children’s materials using RDA:
Resource Description and Access
and cataloging searching behavior
and its implications—the latter an
excellent chapter written by Lesley
S.J. Farmer, Professor of Library
(continued on page 22)
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Media at California State University Long Beach.1 Farmer is joined
by other familiar and new chapter
authors exploring traditional topics
like “Dewey Decimal Classification”
(written by OCLC Dewey Editor Alex
Kyrios), and “Subject Headings for
Children’s Materials” and “The Sears
List of Subject Headings” (both chapters written by Cataloging Correctly
for Kids co-editor Michele Zwierski).
Zwierski also provides “Appendix A”
on the MARC format.
As with past editions of Cataloging
Correctly for Kids, numerous cataloging examples and the use of MARC
field indicators and, in some instances,
ISBD punctuation, are included. These
cataloging aids, along with an appendix
devoted solely to the MARC format
and a comprehensive glossary and
index, make Cataloging Correctly for
Kids a great text for school library LIS
programs and general LIS programs
looking for resources to support public
and academic library children’s department and instructional resource center
(IRC) cataloging instruction and
training needs.
While I wish that Cataloging
Correctly for Kids made more than just
a passing reference to BIBFRAME,
the linked data replacement for the
MARC standard and other non-MARC
and industry constructs (I found no
mentions of MARC XML, the Javabased MARC crosswalk and ONIX, the
book publishing and retailing industry’s
metadata standard), there were copious
references to RDA, and some references to Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records (FRBR)—the
conceptual structural model for information resources that has become
the basis for web-based linked data
architecture associated with library
materials.2
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If I had to lodge one or two minor
criticisms of Cataloging Correctly for
Kids in what can be considered otherwise an outstanding text, it would be to
question why no references to library
linked data-based authority work
(https://id.loc.gov/) were included as
well as the vague references to MARC
serial holdings cataloging (a brief entry
in the glossary). To be fair, there are
excellent MARC authority cataloging
examples in the University of Alabama
Assistant Professor and Cataloging
Librarian’s Patricia Ratkovich’s wellwritten chapter “Looking at Authority
Records.” However, the connection between today’s MARC-based
authority and the forward movement to
widespread adoption of library linked
data authority would have been a
welcome addition and one to consider
for future editions of Cataloging
Correctly for Kids.
Regardless, I highly recommend
libraries and LIS programs add the
sixth edition of Cataloging Correctly
for Kids to their professional collections and library science education
syllabi, requiring students to purchase
the title for cataloging and catalogingrelated coursework. The book can
prove to serve in a variety of educational and work-related contexts for
many years to come.
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News From the Field
Of Professional Interest
n The American Library Association
released State of America’s Libraries
Special Report: Pandemic Year Two
(www.ala.org/news/sites/ala.org.news/
files/content/state-of-americas-librariesspecial-report-pandemic-year-two.pdf).
The leading stories deal with censorship efforts, noting “In 2021, libraries
found themselves at the center of a
culture war as conservative groups led
a historic effort to ban and challenge
materials that address racism, gender,
politics, and sexual identity. These
groups sought to pull books from
school and public library shelves that
share the stories of people who are
gay, trans, Black, Indigenous, people
of color, immigrants, and
refugees.”
n The RBMS Bibliographic
Standards Committee has published
Descriptive Cataloging of Rare
Materials RDA Edition, edited by
Jessica Grzegorski and Elizabeth
Hobart. (RBMS is the Rare Books and
Manuscripts Section of the Association
of College and Research Libraries.)
It was approved for cataloging, effective Feb. 2, 2022. The volume is an
open source, freely available, Creative
Commons-licensed cataloging standard aligned with the RDA element set
and available at https://bsc.rbms.info/
DCRMR. This standard includes more
than 350 pages of rare book cataloging
instructions and 890 rare book cataloging examples for more than 104
RDA elements. This first iteration
contains rare book instructions only.
Future iterations will include other rare
materials formats as they are added
to the standard, beginning next with
graphics.

n The National Information
Standards Organization (NISO) has
published the NISO Recommended
Practice, E-Book Bibliographic
Metadata Requirements in the Sale,
Publication, Discovery, Delivery, and
Preservation Supply Chain (NISO
RP-29-2022). This document, prepared
by the E-Book Metadata Working
Group and approved by the NISO
Information Creation & Curation Topic
Committee, incorporates feedback
received from publishers, retailers,
libraries, service providers, preservation agencies, and others who are using
e-book metadata. The Recommended
Practice is freely available at www.niso.
org/standards-committees/ebmd.
n The tenth edition of Intellectual
Freedom Manual, compiled by the
Office for Intellectual Freedom of the
American Library Association, edited
by Martin Garnar and Trina Magi, has
been published by ALA Editions (2021).
It is available for $69.99 (ALA member
price $62.99).
n On March 15, President Biden
signed the $1.5 trillion fiscal year 2022
federal budget. The final budget agreement between the administration and
United States House and Senate leadership resulted in funding significantly
below levels originally proposed by
Congress. This was the case not only
for many library programs but for most
other domestic programs as well. The
Library Services and Technology Act
(LSTA), the only dedicated source of
federal support for libraries, received
level funding at $197.4 million. Department of Education funding received
limited or no increases for programs
that libraries are eligible to participate
(continued on page 24)
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News From the Field
(continued from page 23)

in. The Innovative Approaches to
Literacy (IAL) program received a $1
million increase, upping the program to
$29 million, a letdown compared with
the $31 million in the House bill and
$34 million passed in the Senate. The
Comprehensive Literacy State Development grants received level funding.
Increases for other library-eligible
programs were well below recommended levels by House and the Senate
Democrats, including the Student
Support and Academic Enrichment
program (Title IV, Part A of the Every
Student Succeeds Act).
n CLOCKSS has expanded its
partnership with Wiley. Together,
CLOCKSS and Wiley will ensure
the long-term preservation of the

∞ Printed on acid-free paper

publisher’s extensive program of scholarly and reference books. More than
22,000 book titles that are a core part
of the scholarly record will now be kept
safe for posterity through inclusion in
the CLOCKSS digital archive program.
n Library Journal has released
“Periodical Price Survey 2022,” by
Stephen Bosch, Barbara Albee, and
Sion Romain. See www.libraryjournal.
com/story/Are-We-There-Yet-Periodicals-Price-Survey-2022. As the authors
note, “Two years into the pandemic,
only flat budgets and price increases
seem predictable.” The average increase
for academic journals is predicted to be
approximately 4 percent.

discovered through Google Search to
print book records in the catalogs of
hundreds of U.S. libraries. The initial
phase of this new program connects
people using Google Search to the catalogs of U.S. libraries whose books are
cataloged in WorldCat. The program
is expected to expand to more libraries
and connect to more library resources
in the future.

n OCLC and Google are working
together to link directly from books
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